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Week V Group Classes 

Today’s Class: 

I. Review Playing Positions (Ready, Rest, and Playing) 
II. Bow Hold Review and Games 

a. Review games: “Up like a rocket” song; Stir the soup, stir the tea; Windshield wipers; Pet 
the frog, perch like a bird, slither like a snake, hang like a monkey; The Roman Arch. 

b. Challenge games: 
i. The pinky balances the bow – hold for 10 seconds 
ii. Spider climbs up the bow, then sneaks back down to the frog (for extra challenge 

don’t touch the bow hair!) 
c. Bow Hold Contest!  We are challenging Ms. Helen and her pre-twinkle students to a 

soup-making contest!  See the separate page for the rules! 
III. Review Open Strings and memory game. 
IV. Parts of the bow (Review names of each sticker, plus frog and tip) 
V. Preparing our left hand 

a. Before practicing any of these steps, hold up the violin without tension for an entire 
listening of a Twinkle variation.  Holding the instrument from the collarbone and jaw is 
essential! 

b. Elbow under the corner of the violin 
c. Make a ‘doughnut’ around the neck of instrument without touching the violin.  The thumb 

should touch the middle finger. 
d. Relax the wrist so it is straight on the inside. 
e. Rotate the hand around to see the smiley face 
f. Note: Most students will feel a slight pulling or stretching from the top of their shoulder 

while placing the elbow correctly.  It should never hurt, but there will be a stretch initially.  
This is normal! 

VI. Practice this week 
a. Keep practicing bow hold games!  Check frequently for proper thumb and pinky! 
b. Let’s start collecting beans and pasta for our bow hold contest!  Come in with your jar or a 

count each week. 
c. Practice the open string memory game.  See if you can both get up to seven! 
d. Continue practicing jumping between the different parts of the bow. 
e. Continue practicing “pepperoni pizza” every day.  Between 25 and 100 times/day is ideal 
f. Practice your left-hand setup each day.  Practice at least your age in repetitions each day 

Questions? Please feel free to send me an email or text message anytime! 

Happy practicing! 


